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This paper describes the first year of a three-year collaborative curriculum development project in 

a secondary school that is underpinned by a theoretical statistical thinking framework. The 

teachers developed and implemented the statistics unit for their Year 11 (15 year-olds ) classes 

based on their understanding of the framework and within the constraints of the national 

curriculum and assessment. Data gathered on the development of the statistics unit and its 

subsequent implementation are presented and discussed. An initial finding was that teachers were 

able to begin changing their practice to foster students’ statistical thinking that was consonant with 

the framework. The influences of the framework, identifying problematic situations, collaboration, 

and assessment, which are impinging on the curriculum development, are elaborated upon and 

questions are raised about the nature of the development. 

 

Background to the curriculum development 

The impetus for the development of statistical thinking started in the early 1990s with particular 

people in the American Statistical Association (e.g. Moore, 1990) and the quality management 

field (e.g. Snee, 1999). Within statistics education research, statistical thinking is only just starting 

to be addressed (Ben-Zvi & Garfield, in press). Wild & Pfannkuch (1999) attempted to 

characterise statistical thinking in empirical enquiry in a four-dimensional framework. This 
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framework was built upon historical, quality management, psychology, epidemiology, and 

statistics education literature, as well as interviews with statisticians and statistics undergraduate 

students. According to Wild & Pfannkuch (1999) statistical thinking comprises four dimensions: 

an investigative cycle, types of thinking, an interrogative cycle, and dispositions. The four 

dimensions contain generic and specific statistical thinking habits and are operative within the 

thinker simultaneously. The five types of thinking that were identified as fundamental elements in 

statistical thinking were: recognition of the need for data, transnumeration, consideration of 

variation, reasoning with statistical models, and integrating the statistical with the contextual. The 

purpose of the framework was to characterise statistical thinking and therefore it is not 

developmental or hierarchical. Rather it presents a goal for the desired types of thinking that 

should be developed.  

When considering the framework and these types of thinking many questions arise for learning, 

teaching, and the curriculum such as: What constitutes a statistical instruction that is consonant 

with the framework? How can students’ statistical thinking be developed? How are these types of 

thinking manifested in secondary students? Are there particular ways of teaching that can elicit 

such thinking? How is such a habit of thinking communicated in curriculum development?  

In this curriculum development project the focus is on facilitating the development of 

secondary students’ statistical thinking. The framework is employed to communicate to teachers 

the nature of statistical thinking and the habits of thinking that should be fostered in students. It is 

also employed as a thinking and analytical tool to critically reflect upon and to describe and 

analyse teaching and learning situations. The long-term aim is to gradually construct a theoretical 

base for developing students’ statistical thinking in instruction. 
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Curriculum development process 

The curriculum development process is based on the ideas of Gravemeijer (1998), Wittmann 

(1998), and Skovsmose and Borba (2000). The development of statistical thinking is about making 

changes and transformations in the classroom based on the notion that there should be an 

evolutionary development of a living system (Wittmann, 1998). Thus the process is planned to be 

a three year action-research project. Curriculum in this context means ‘all planned activity for the 

classroom’ (Begg, 2002) whereas its development necessitates professional development and 

resource development. Teachers visualise how the current situation might be changed, identify 

problematic situations, theorise and anticipate possible student learning trajectories, and explore 

alternatives to create an imagined situation (Skovsmose & Borba, 2000). The imagined situation 

eventually resides in a teaching unit. To move from the current situation the teachers must 

implement the teaching unit, the arranged situation, upon which, through observations and 

experiences, critical reflections are produced on the teaching and learning process. It is a 

curriculum development whereby teachers are participants in the research process and are fully 

conversant with the theory.  

The teachers are central to this curriculum development, which draws on their experience and 

‘wisdom of practice’ (Clarke, 1994; Clarke, Clarke, & Sullivan, 1996). It is a collaborative 

curriculum development, which may be viewed as a learning system in which all participants are 

learners and where there is a constant dialogue amongst the participants (Begg, 2002). The 

teachers are the curriculum developers who take the framework as a guide and interpret it through 

their understandings, reflections, and practice. The statistical thinking framework is concretised by 

the teachers in their instruction and conversely the framework is used by the teachers and 

researcher to analyse their instruction. The development is similar to a theory-guided bricolage as 

described by Gravemeijer (1998) except that the teachers develop the instructional activities rather 

than the researcher. 
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Therefore the approach taken by the researcher is: 

• First, to understand and evaluate the development of statistical thinking in the current 

situation with respect to teaching, learning, and assessment.  

• Second, to collaborate with teachers in designing and trialling a teaching unit intended to 

enhance students’ statistical thinking. 

• Third, to research the process of implementation with respect to teaching, learning, and 

assessment. 

• Fourth, in the long term to abstract a theoretical base for the development of statistical 

thinking in instruction. 

Since the research is conducted within a real course there are constraints on its implementation 

such as teaching time, availability of resources, and the fact that the students are working towards 

a national qualification. 

 

National curriculum and assessment requirements 

As part of the national mathematics curriculum (Ministry of Education, 1992) all students study 

statistics from Year 1 to Year 12, with many choosing to specialise in statistics at Year 13. 

Conducting statistical investigations using the whole empirical enquiry cycle (problem, plan, data 

collection, analysis, conclusion) are a core part of the curriculum for all levels. In 2002 a new 

national assessment method was introduced at the Year 11 level, which divided mathematics into 

nine components. Instead of one final external examination in mathematics, three components of 

the course, including statistics, are internally assessed with external moderation. The other six 

components, including probability, are externally examined (New Zealand Qualifications 

Authority, 2001).  Achievement in each of the nine components of mathematics is reported 

separately on the national qualification certificate. For the statistics assessment the students are 

given data sets to investigate with the emphasis on comparison of data and bivariate relationships. 
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The level of statistical thinking required at Year 11 with this new internal assessment, compared to 

the previous external assessment which largely asked students to read and interpret graphs and 

calculate measures of central tendency, has placed higher demands on teachers and students. The 

students are given two assessment tasks, which can be designed by the school. In the first task data 

sets are given from which students are expected to generate a question, conduct a statistical 

analysis, draw a conclusion, justify that conclusion with at least three statements, and finally 

evaluate the entire statistical process. In the second task they are given questions and a statistical 

analysis, which they are required to interpret and demonstrate again that they are able to draw a 

justified conclusion. These tasks are moderated at the national level. 

 

The curriculum project 

The school selected had teachers interested in mathematics education issues and improving 

statistics teaching in their classes. The teachers agreed to take part in the research since it was long 

term and they believed they would benefit from its implementation, especially since the 

assessment requirements had changed. The school is a single sex girls’ school, has a low socio-

economic ranking, and is culturally diverse in terms of students and teachers. The mathematics 

teachers in the school selected the year level, Year 11 (15-year-olds), and the case study teacher 

was self-selected.  

The preliminary stage involved a negotiation process with the teachers in the school which 

determined that the first author, the researcher, could evaluate the current statistics unit taught by 

having access to the statistics teaching resource material and assessment unit that were used in 

2002.  

Armed with this knowledge and conversations with the teacher in charge, the case-study 

teacher, a workshop was developed for teachers that addressed and challenged some of the broad 

tenets of their curriculum design, but with the focus on communicating the nature of statistical 
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thinking. Research informed all of the activities given in the workshop and a data set, which all 

teachers had used with their students, was included. Observations of what occurred in the 

workshop were written up. The case study teacher and another teacher were interviewed about 

students’ current learning of the statistics unit at the end of November 2002. These interviews 

were audio-taped and transcribed. The researcher then discussed ideas with these two teachers on 

the development and design of the statistics teaching unit. These teachers then wrote the unit. The 

unit was not prescriptive. Teachers were free to find and create their own resources and several 

suggestions were always given for resources that could be used. 

The next stage was implementing the teaching and learning of the four-week long statistics unit 

in May 2003. The case-study teacher and her class were videotaped in order to gather data about 

how she developed statistical thinking in her teaching and how students started to develop their 

statistical thinking. Other data that was gathered were photocopied examples of students’ work in 

class and assessment work, and the teachers’ resources that were used to teach the unit. Also a ten 

minute anonymous open-ended questionnaire asking students to describe their learning of statistics 

was given. After each lesson the researcher and the case-study teacher would engage in an 

informal conversation on what had been observed in the lesson and conjecture possible ideas for 

the next lesson. The case study teacher was formally interviewed for about half an hour at the end 

of each week about her reactions and reflections on the teaching of the unit. These interviews were 

audio-taped. 

At the end of the teaching unit there was a one-hour debriefing session with the seven Year 11 

mathematics teachers on their reactions and reflections on their teaching and their students’ 

learning of the statistics unit. This session was videotaped. The case-study teacher’s observations 

and reflections as well as her perusal of the student questionnaires led her to conjecture possible 

problematic areas and requested that the student assessment data, particularly the conclusions 

drawn and the evaluations of the statistical process, be focussed upon in the first analysis of the 
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data. After these data and other related data were analysed, problematic areas were identified 

which led to a consultation group of five statisticians being formed to debate and discuss possible 

ways to progress. In November 2003 the researcher presented her findings on the development of 

Year 11 students’ statistical thinking to the teachers and ran a workshop on ways to further 

develop their thinking.  

Finally, the Year 11 mathematics teachers will work on refining and designing teaching and 

learning activities for the 2004 statistics teaching. This research project will be repeated in 2004 

and 2005. 

Except for the student assessment data, the data were analysed qualitatively using the Wild and 

Pfannkuch (1999) statistical thinking framework to find evidence of statistical thinking. The 

method used was to categorise the initial interview data according to elements of the framework 

and then reflect upon this analysis. In consultation with the teachers it was determined which 

elements of the framework would be focussed upon in the 2003 statistics teaching unit. The next 

analysis used data from video-tapes, audio-tapes, students’ books and questionnaires. These data 

have been initially analysed for evidence of the investigative cycle dimension of the framework.  

The student assessment data on drawing conclusions and evaluation of the statistical process 

were analysed using the SOLO taxonomy (Biggs & Collis, 1982) for ascertaining the quality of 

the responses. A spreadsheet was used to classify the responses into categories and then the 

responses in each category were classified into the hierarchical levels of pre-structural, 

unistructural, multistructual, and relational. Qualitative descriptors for each category and each 

level within a category were written by the researcher and then another independent person coded 

each of the responses. A consensus was reached between the researcher and this person on the 

final codes for each student response.  
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Research questions 

The focus of this paper will be on illustrating how a statistics curriculum is being developed 

using a theoretical framework for statistical thinking, and a developmental research method 

involving a collaboration amongst teachers, students, a researcher, and statisticians. Since the 

theoretical framework has four dimensions with many components, this curriculum development 

will be explained using only one dimension of the framework, namely the investigative cycle, and 

will be a demonstration of how the following general research questions are being addressed: 

• What are the problematic areas in the 2002 curriculum? 

• What changes in teaching approaches were evident during the implementation of the 2003 unit? 

• What are the problematic areas in the 2003 curriculum? 

• Why are these problematic areas? 

• How should these problematic areas be resolved for the 2004 curriculum? 

 

Results 

What are the problematic areas in the 2002 curriculum? 

The sources of data for this question were the documentation (D) of the 2002 statistics unit and 

its assessment, written observations (O) of what occurred in the three hour workshop, and one 

hour transcribed interviews with two teachers, an experienced (ET) and a beginning teacher (BT). 

 

A fuller analysis of the teachers’ interviews using the framework to identify current main 

barriers in teaching to fostering students’ statistical thinking has been reported (Pfannkuch & 

Wild, 2003). The main barrier identified within the investigative cycle was a lack of presenting a 

coherent empirical enquiry. The assessment required students to pose a question of given data, to 

analyse the data, and to draw conclusions, albeit with question prompts throughout the process. 
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The students tended to do each question in isolation and failed to link the stages of the enquiry 

cycle together.  

The biggest failing maybe was that they would forget to go back to the very beginning of the question and 

remember what they were doing. They just kind of looked at the data and just talked about the data instead of 

going back to the question. (BT) 

You know each of the component parts seems to be quite straight forward but then when you try and paint a big 

picture or get them to do the whole process it’s hard so they can’t. (ET) 

They attributed this situation partly to the way in which they taught. 

Well I taught each part lesson by lesson. I think if we had an ongoing investigation that might actually show 

them that it is all connected, every bit is connected with the other bit rather than just fragments … (BT) 

If it’s always taught in isolation then it’s no wonder the students never link it to making decisions about data 

and the question that you are trying to answer … We did chunk it [the unit] up into little bite size pieces rather 

than really thinking about the whole overall process. (ET) 

One particular component of the cycle that was focussed upon was the posing of questions. 

When students were given data teachers tended to pose narrowly framed statistical questions 

according to a template (D).  

This idea of posing a question, it is hard … we have a particular understanding of the word question like we 

know when we are doing stats topics and we are talking about a particular type of question maybe students 

haven’t yet formed that understanding of what a question is, how you can ask a question in a set of data. (ET) 

Furthermore, they often used univariate or bivariate datasets rather than multivariate datasets 

(D, O). 

The teaching implications for fostering students’ statistical thinking were the provision of a 

learning approach that interconnected the components of the investigative cycle and the 

provision of a multivariate data environment for students to operate in with one aim being for 

them to understand how different types of statistical questions could be posed. 
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What changes in teaching approaches were evident during the implementation of the 2003 unit? 

The sources of data for this question and the next question were 15 video-taped lessons of the 

case-study teacher (CV), 4 audio-tapes of the case study teacher’s reflections (CA) and the teacher 

feedback session (FV) which were transcribed, student open-ended questionnaires (SQ), students’ 

bookwork (SB), and the student assessment data (SA). 

Two changes in teaching approaches were that parts of the investigative cycle were not taught 

in isolation but kept together as a connected process and multivariate data sets were used. For 

example, in teaching there were eight opportunities for students to compare data where a boxplot 

would be an appropriate analytical tool (CV, SB). Six of these opportunities involved posing a 

question, analysing the data, drawing a conclusion, and three of these opportunities involved 

multivariate data sets (Fig. 1). In the fifteen teaching sessions multivariate data sets were presented 

in twelve of them (CV). 

 
 Example Question 

generated 
Boxplot 
comparison 
type 

Conclusion 
drawn by 
typical student 

1 Class: Exam scores from a 
multivariate data set. 
 

What are the 
differences/simi
larities between 
male and 
female exam 
scores? 

Similar Compare 
features 
(teacher and 
own work) 

2 Marked homework: Heights 
from a multivariate data set. 

What are the 
differences/simi
larities between 
male and 
female heights? 

Very Different Compare 
features 
 

3 Class: Exercycles and home 
gyms data from a newspaper 

Which is more 
expensive, 
home gyms or 
exercycles? 

Very Different Answered 
question. 
Compare 
features 

4 Class: Estimation skills- 
student generated data 

Did I improve 
my estimation 
skills? 

Similar Set for 
homework – no 
conclusion 
drawn 

5 Class: Energy use from text Do males use Similar Set for 
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more energy 
than females? 

homework – no 
conclusion 
drawn 

6 Class: Student generated 
multivariate data set. 

Do seniors 
spend more on 
transport than 
juniors? 

Fairly Different Compare 
features 

7 Class: Matching exercise- 
Compare features statement 
to boxplots from teacher 

 Variety Compare 
features 

8 Class & Homework: Two 
exercises on comparing 
boxplots from text 

 Variety Compare 
features 

 
Figure 1. Example of learning activities for comparison of boxplots taken from a student book 

 
 

Another change in approach was providing a teaching structure that recognised that there were 

three basic types of statistical question when posing questions from multivariate data sets and that 

these questions affected the consequent analysis and conclusion (Fig. 2). 

STATISTIC DATA 
ASKED Q’s 

 
 

Summarise Relationship Comparison 
Histogram 

Cont/measured 
grouped 

Scattergram 
Line of best fit 

Strength of relationship 

Back S & L 
Histogram 

Box & whisker 
Bar graph 
discrete 

Discuss & Q context of 
relationship 

Bar graph 

Stem & Leaf 
Mean 

Median  
Mode 

Range (Interquartile Range) 

 Median 
Mean 

LQ, UQ 
Range  

IQRange 
 
Conclusions: refer to graphs & statistics. ANSWER Q. – comment on shape of graph, most common 
values, values of median & mean – are they same/different – effected by outliers? Use words like “tend to” 
for comparisons – make sure you have answered your q’s. 
 

Figure 2. Overall structure built up during teaching - copy from a student book 

The student questionnaires also revealed that the teaching approach had changed and that the 

students were aware that an investigative cycle was operating. Some responses to the question 

GRAPHS 

STATS 

spread 

centres
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“Describe the parts in the statistics unit that you found interesting. Explain why you found these 

parts interesting” were (SQ): 

• Drawing graphs and finding out the answers to the questions that we graphs for. Because it was fun and the 

answers were interesting or not what you would expect. 

•  I did not know that there could be [so] many questions to get out from there as well as the “I wonder…” and 

“I find…” theory. 

• Before this year I didn’t really know about the different kinds of questions to pose or what graphs are best for 

each type. 

• Learning new things eg If there’s a question, there are many possible solutions to it. 

• Finding the answers to the questions logically and statistically rather than just getting an opinionated answer. 

• I think it would be useful to do some kind of investigation in class using the whole process by ourselves. 

Teachers reported that the statistics unit had changed as well as their approach to teaching 

which they regarded as being an uncomfortable learning process (FV). 

I’m well on the way to learning, because I felt that my own understanding, that’s been the big thing for me, and 

I’m excited because I have learnt so much. And it’s because I feel more confident now... My ability to think 

statistically has gone up hugely. I realised I just wasn’t doing it before. So it’s been really good for me. It was 

hard to begin with. … I whinged all the way through – when the penny seemed to drop for them and me, at 

roughly the same time, and they were getting keen to do it. And one of the turning points was that Super 

Twelve data [rugby tournament].  

She went on to explain how she found this data set that she was interested in and posed a question: 

Well the thing is though, because I was far enough on, that when I saw it in the paper that was the first time 

that I have ever looked at a set of data and thought, “Well gee, I would like to know, I wonder if the forward 

pack is heavier”. I immediately thought that, and I wouldn’t have done that in the past. … So I’ve got my eye 

out all the time now, for multi-variate data that is interesting. 

This data set was shared with and used by some of the other teachers in their classes. Their 

reaction to its implementation was favourable. Two other teachers’ comments on changes to their 

teaching approach were:  
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• Personally, I found, I mean I’m a stats teacher, and I found it quite hard to teach. … huge leap from previous, 

from what it used to be. So, I mean, developing the statistical thinking is happening.  

• Me, I don’t think I quite conveyed to them the train of thought that we had aimed to convey. … And that was, 

sort of, lack of confidence with some of the ways of presenting it. I was glad to be presenting it that way, like I 

could understand why we were doing it, and that was helpful for me, but I didn’t quite get that across … 

This lack of confidence in their own knowledge and understanding was borne out by the case 

study teacher (CA) who reported to the researcher (I) that she spent many hours teaching 

individual teachers throughout the unit.  

CA:  Yeah, well it’s coming up in lunchtime all the time. [She describes how she taught the graphing of 

discrete data to a teacher.] And that made a lot of sense for the person who I was having a chat about. 

Who then, having said “No, I’m not going to deal with this issue with my class”, then said “Okay I 

will”. “Now, I will”.  

I: So are you actually teaching statistics here at lunchtime? 

CA: Totally. Absolutely. 

I: To all your teachers? 

CA: Yeah, it’s happening all the time. [Name of teacher] is determined to get her head around the stats. 

Wants to feel more comfortable with it. She’s asking, you know, probing, doing a lot of stuff with the 

data herself. Before she takes it into class. It’s brilliant.…. 

I: So the teachers are almost learning the statistics before they are going into the classroom? 

CA: Yeah, it’s very scary. … And so it’s no wonder that they are going in [to class] with a multivariate table 

and saying “what questions can we ask on this”, no wonder that’s a scary prospect. 

The case-study teacher also reported that one teacher out of the seven involved had been unable to 

manage the change in teaching approach and together they had adapted the unit to suit her and her 

class. 

The problematic areas identified in 2002 had been addressed in instruction. Students and 

teachers were more confident with posing questions about a multivariate data set, in the sense of 

having a dialogue with the data through noticing, wondering, and playing around with the data. 

The previous practice involved template questions for univariate and bivariate data. The 
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investigative cycle was taught as an entity rather than isolated components. It is also interesting to 

note that the teachers reported that their teaching of statistics had changed at the Year 9, 10, and 12 

levels as a result of these problematic areas being addressed at Year 11.  

 

What are the problematic areas in the 2003 curriculum? 

In the student questionnaire 14/24 students identified drawing a conclusion as problematic. This 

questionnaire was given to students in the fourteenth lesson before they had sat the two assessment 

tasks. Some responses to the question “Describe the parts in the statistics unit that you found hard 

to understand” were (SQ):  

• I want statistics to teach us more of how to write out a conclusion. 

• One thing I found difficult was writing good conclusions for compare questions. 

• I found it hard to make conclusions with evidence. 

This response is borne out by an analysis of the students’ assessment responses and an analysis 

of a typical students’ learning opportunities to draw conclusions when comparing two boxplots 

(Fig. 1). The student assessment data was analysed for the quality of their responses for drawing a 

conclusion and providing evidence for their conclusion. The responses were categorised using the 

SOLO taxonomy (Biggs & Collis, 1982) into four levels, prestructural, unistructural, 

multistructural, and relational as well as no response. Assuming that attaining a multistructural 

response is satisfactory, in the first assessment task, 17/30 were able to draw a conclusion whereas 

only 6 students were able to give two evidence statements to support their conclusion. For the 

second task 11/30 drew a satisfactory conclusion while only 2 of the students provided two 

satisfactory evidence statements. Such data seemed to support the students’ concern about drawing 

a conclusion from data with evidence, which is an assessment requirement. 

A qualitative analysis of the learning opportunities that the teacher provided for drawing an 

evidence-based conclusion suggested that there were several problematic areas. For example, for 
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the comparison of boxplots the teacher generated one worked example with the students (Fig. 1) 

and she compared features of the boxplots only. For all the other examples the students were 

expected to do their own conclusions. Secondly, the teacher’s use of the term conclusion may have 

been a factor confusing the students. In 14/15 lessons the term conclusion was mentioned. For 

example (CV):  

• Tell me a conclusion and I’ll write it up. 

• Any conclusion that you can make, anything that you think is confusing on the graph. 

• Can you make some general conclusions from this graph, first of all. 

In essence the term conclusion could have the following interpretations during her teaching: 

compare features; draw a conclusion from the data; evaluate the graph and think critically about it; 

justify why your conclusion is supported by the data or graph; information you can glean from the 

graph; other questions you can ask; and “I notice” and “ I wonder” (Shaughnessy, 1997) 

statements. Thus the students did not have an opportunity to develop a sense of what was meant by 

the term conclusion or how to draw an evidence-based conclusion.  

 

Why are these problematic areas? 

The sources of data for this research question are drawn from the teacher feedback session (FV) 

and from the reflections of the researcher and five statisticians, which is written documentation 

(SD).  

One reason for the conclusion part being problematic may be the organisation of the lesson. In 

the feedback session (FV) a teacher reflected on why she did not spend time on the conclusion: 

“Overall I probably spent too much time on posing the question and doing the graphs and maybe 

not doing the conclusion at the end” to which the case-study teacher replied “Yeah you tend to 

lose them. It’s just when you lose them, putting it together”. But the problem seemed deeper than 

this. One conjecture for the problematic situation of drawing “informal inferences” from 
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comparison of boxplots, for example, is: textbooks and teaching assume that the approach to 

building up students’ conceptual ideas for formal inference such as significance tests and 

confidence intervals is to compare features of the distributions and to not draw a conclusion.  

A search of ten introductory statistics texts revealed that the interpretation for boxplots was on comparison of 

features only [and that there may be] a problem in that we do not know how to verbalise what we see. We do 

not know how to do “informal inference”(SD). 

This led to a questioning of the conceptual development pathway that students should 

experience in order to understand formal inference at Year 13 or later and to a questioning of the 

assessment requirements. A major problem with informal inference was conjectured to be “taking 

the variability into account relative to the difference in centres” and the “sample size effect” (SD). 

Questions arose such as “What exposure have students had to the ideas of variability and sample 

size? and “Have they taken random samples of various sizes from a population and seen the effect 

of sample size on variability? “ and so forth (SD). Questions that the students had attempted on 

their assessment and in class were then considered and evidence-based conclusions that students 

might draw were written and debated. 

 

How should these problematic areas be resolved for the 2004 curriculum? 

The above findings were reported in a workshop to the teachers. They were also given worked 

examples and a suggested pedagogical framework for drawing evidence-based conclusions, and 

proposals for ways that students could experience variation. As an ongoing curriculum 

development process these findings are currently being debated by the teachers. The debate started 

during the workshop. Initial ideas on when and how the students could experience variation were 

put forward, as well as new teaching approaches for drawing a conclusion that rejected, accepted, 

and modified parts of the statisticians’ proposals. Further discussion and collaboration among the 

teachers, statisticians, and researcher are envisaged. 
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Discussion 

Changes were observed in the curriculum, and the teaching approaches that were consonant 

with the statistical thinking framework. At this stage in this curriculum development project there 

seems to many elements that have started these teachers on a pathway to gradually change their 

teaching to an approach that fosters statistical thinking. Some of these elements are: the statistical 

thinking framework; identifying problematic situations; collaboration; and the assessment.  

 

The role of the statistical thinking framework 

The statistical thinking framework is the foundation on which the curriculum development and 

research is based. It fits the notion of transformational research in that it does not “focus on ‘what 

is’ but deals more broadly with ‘what ought to be’” (Gravemeijer, 1998, p. 277). Initially the 

framework was used to analyse and interpret the 2002 curriculum documentation and the two 

teacher interviews, to explicate why a teaching activity did or did not promote statistical thinking 

(cf. Shaughnessy & Pfannkuch, 2002), and to communicate to the teachers the nature of statistical 

thinking in the workshop. Thereafter the teachers, through their understanding of the framework, 

developed and implemented a curriculum which aimed to foster students’ statistical thinking. In 

the next analysis the framework was used to analyse and interpret the implementation. The 

identification of improved and problematic areas were perceived and conversed about in terms of 

the whole framework in the second workshop. Without a framework on which to base the 

curriculum development the nature of the change would be unable to be communicated to or be 

understood by the teachers.  
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Identifying problematic situations 

Apart from the statistical thinking framework, which gave a rationale for the problematic 

situations, it was the critical reflections of the teachers and in particular the case study teacher on 

their practice that enabled the initial curriculum development. According to Jaworski (1994) 

critical reflection produces informed committed action and the teachers as the curriculum 

developers and identifiers of their perceived problems enactioned a new approach to teaching. The 

identification of new problematic areas in the curriculum development was aided by the students 

and statisticians. The critical reflections of the students in their responses to the questionnaire 

allowed an insight into their concerns about the teaching of the unit, which identified their 

problematic areas. The students could be viewed as collaborators in improving their own learning, 

as having their own voice in the development of the curriculum, a voice that is often not heard, but 

is a powerful voice for teachers. The critical reflections of the statisticians on the quality of student 

assessment responses and the type of desired responses for informal inference produced a 

discussion on conceptual development for formal inference, that pointed to gaps in the curriculum 

(including the national curriculum). All these musings will be critically reflected upon by the 

teachers who will further develop the curriculum. 

 

Collaboration 

According to Skovmose and Borba (2000) the quality of participatory research can be discussed 

in terms of the co-operation between students, teachers, researcher, and in this project the 

statisticians. This collaboration between the participants is essential since the transformation 

required in terms of instructional design is unknown. The teachers and students are not the 

‘research objects’ but are involved in the research process as participants. They draw conclusions 

from their own experience and observations and their thinking has contributed to the decision-

making about the curriculum (Reason, 1994). The teachers are learning with their students. 
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Similarly the researcher is learning how statistical thinking can be put into practice. All 

participants can be viewed as being in a learning system with many co-emerging activities that are 

contributing to the development of the curriculum (Begg, 2002).  

The curriculum was developed by the teachers in cognisance of the framework and therefore 

drew on their ‘wisdom of practice’ (Clarke et al., 1996). It was not a ‘top-down’ curriculum 

development rather a collaborative curriculum development in which all the participants felt they 

could contribute and their contribution would be valued. The case-study teacher played an 

essential role in this learning system as she encouraged and tutored teachers, allowed individual 

teachers to modify and adapt the curriculum to their learning needs and to determine how they 

were going to change their teaching approach. As the teachers are individual learners within a 

group, the group seemed to be developing a community of practice, which is part of professional 

growth (Loretz, 2002).  

The statisticians’ role as participants was to include the other participants into their community 

of practice and thinking and vice versa. This is an invaluable role as the development of statistical 

thinking involves the pedagogy (the teachers), the learning (the students), the research (statistics 

education researcher), and the discipline (the statisticians). Curriculum development should 

include statisticians as their discipline is undergoing substantial changes and curricula should 

reflect this. 

The role of assessment in curriculum development 

The change in the national assessment allowed the curriculum to develop within its 

requirements. Although this has placed boundaries on the development it has given a goal for 

teachers to aspire to, to gain more statistical knowledge, and to enhance their students’ statistical 

thinking. This assessment change has been crucial in this curriculum development since 

assessment is widely believed to drive the curriculum and is a barrier to change (e.g. Clarke, 1996; 

Pfannkuch, 2001). In fact, the assessment is now more closely aligned to the national curriculum 
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goals (Ministry of Education, 1992). This curriculum development could not have occurred 

without this assessment change. 

External stimuli such as the change in assessment and the research project (Clarke & Peter, 

1993), enabled this community of teachers to reflect upon their teaching and subsequently take 

action (Loretz, 2002). Such action in their own classroom can change teachers’ knowledge and 

beliefs and hence the learning may result in a transformation (Begg, 2002). This scenario applies 

also to the students, researcher, and statisticians. Even though change was imposed by the 

assessment and the researcher, the teachers were willing participants of the change, and had 

control over the changes. Change involves a willingness to struggle for transformation which these 

teachers were prepared to do. Smith (2003) suggested there is a circular praxis, which involves 

conscientisation, resistance, and transformation which may be observed in this curriculum 

development. 

The above elements are only part of understanding a complex and multi-dimensional 

curriculum development system. A main finding from this first year of the project was that 

teachers in a collaborative research process were able to begin to develop their own curriculum 

and change their practice to foster students’ statistical thinking that was resonant with the 

framework. The development of a theoretical base for instruction that develops students’ statistical 

thinking in consonance with the framework may take some years to abstract and to construe from 

such curriculum development experiments. 

 

Curriculum development issues 

Many questions can be raised about this curriculum development project. Some questions that 

have implications for curriculum development are:  

Once the project is completed how can the knowledge gained be passed on to other people? 

How do the teachers’ understandings of the rationale for the teaching and learning approaches 
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become part of the community practice when the community is constantly changing? How can the 

continual improvement become self-sustaining? The case-study teacher was able to critically 

reflect on her teaching with the researcher. But what system or individual processes need to be 

created to allow opportunities for all teachers to critically reflect? Transformation was claimed to 

have occurred but how can it be known that there is transformation and whether it is meaningful or 

an improvement? It is stated that this is a collaborative curriculum development. But is this true 

when the teachers are not involved in the analysis of the data? How can a more collaborative 

partnership be developed amongst the participants? The statistical thinking framework is referred 

to as the foundation for the curriculum development. But should the researcher impose a pre-

determined framework, and if so, should the framework be amendable to adaptation and change? 

How can other perspectives on the nature of statistical thinking be catered for? How can it be 

determined whether students’ actual statistical thinking is improving and do some other 

measurement instruments, apart from assessment-similar tasks pre-and post-teaching, need to be 

developed? When problematic areas for the curriculum are identified, such as the learning pathway 

for building conceptual development of formal inference, what steps should be taken? 

Such questions need to be addressed in the project. Curriculum development, however, involves 

a complex learning system in which teachers and students must actively participate in order to 

bring about meaningful change and innovation. Collaboration between researchers and teachers 

would seem to be an effective first strategy in the development of a curriculum. 
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